SB 384 - Landlord and Tenant – Stay of Eviction Proceeding for Rental Assistance
Determination
Hearing before the Judicial Proceedings Committee,
Feb. 15, 2022
Position: SUPPORT (FAVORABLE)
Community Legal Services of Prince George’s County, Inc.,
is a non-profit organization established to provide quality
legal services to low-income residents in Prince George
County. We provide representation to tenants facing
eviction in both Prince George’s and Anne Arundel County.
Throughout the pandemic, we represented numerous tenants
who applied for rental assistance and had pending
applications on the date of their hearing. Many of these
tenants suffered from financial hardship as a result of the
pandemic and found it impossible to get caught up.
Unfortunately, the landlord/ tenant statutes, as they are
currently written, do not allow the court much, if any,
discretion, to delay an eviction where a tenant has applied
for rental assistance and has done their due diligence to
obtain financial support. As a result, many tenants have
received judgments and/ or have been evicted while their
rental assistance applications were pending.
Maryland has unprecedented funding to prevent evictions. Every dollar of our estimated rent
debt of $392 million (Dec. 2021) can be paid by local emergency rental assistance programs
(ERAPs) that have scaled up over the past year. Yet, in the second half of 2021, there were
nearly 27,000 eviction cases filed for non-payment of rent per month. In that time, 705
households were evicted per month.
SB 384 provides a structural fix by:
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1. Providing the Court Authority to Temporarily Pause The Eviction Process. Right
now, there is no statutory authority for the Court to pause the eviction process related to
rent assistance. This sets up a nightmarish race between the ERAP agency/tenant and the
eviction process. SB 384 mandates a stay on Failure To Pay Rent proceedings, on a caseby-case basis, if a judge determines that a good faith rental assistance application to
resolve the debt is pending. No one should be evicted when there is money to pay the
rent – especially during a pandemic.
2.
Incentivizing Landlords to Accept Rental
Assistance. Numerous landlords – both large corporations
and smaller operators – are refusing to accept rental
assistance. Some refuse it across the board. Others pick
winners and losers – accepting the rental assistance for
some who they like and refusing it for others. If the
landlord wants to use a state-funded judicial process to
collect the rent, they should be required to accept rental
assistance. No one should be evicted when there is money
to pay the rent – especially during a pandemic.
3. Aligning The Pace of Rental Assistance With Eviction Processes For Fairness and
Efficiency. Even as local rental assistance programs have worked overtime to innovate
solutions that make landlords whole while keeping residents housed, they were
exceedingly outpaced by eviction filings. In July 2021, the ratio of FTPR eviction filings
to households served by ERAPs was nearly 9:1. Even with the incredible ramp-up effort
over summer and fall, plus the implementation of new notice requirements under HB18
(Oct. 2021), that ratio was still approximately 4:1.
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Amid this tide of eviction litigation, ERAP programs have had to prioritize applications in which
tenants face pending evictions. They have collaborated with local sheriffs to identify addresses
slated for eviction. The work of distributing federal relief funds broadly has become the urgent
triaging of scheduled evictions. The cost of this dynamic has been to place timely applications on
hold, to have tenants waiting months for assistance, until they are on the brink of losing their
home. This is not fair or efficient. It rewards landlords who aggressively pursue eviction by
pushing them to the front of the line while leaving behind those landlords who are cooperating
with ERAP programs. SB 384 would remove that incentive for landlords to aggressively pursue
eviction because the Court could pause the eviction while a good faith rental assistance
application is pending. No one should be evicted when there is money to pay the rent –
especially during a pandemic.

4. Adopting a National Best Practice of Pausing Eviction for Rental Assistance.
At least 16 other state and local
jurisdictions have enacted protections
for tenants who have applied for rental
assistance by temporarily staying the
eviction process. Additionally, some
states have issued guidance that
landlords who refuse rental assistance
violate the state’s source of income law. No one should be evicted when there is money to pay
the rent – especially during a pandemic.
Community Legal Services of Prince George’s County, Inc., is a member of the Renters United
Maryland coalition and asks that the Committee issue a FAVORABLE report on SB 384. If
you have any questions, please contact: Kayla Williams, Supervising Attorney,
Williams@clspgc.org, 240-391-6532 Ext. 2.
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